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Dear Steve,

I arn pleased to submit the final report on the project to solicit Southem NGO views on linking
overseas development assistance to reductions in military spending (referred to in earlier
correspondence and the March 26, 1996 contract as "views on arms spending"). The report is
submitted with appreciation for the support of the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy and the
John Holmes Fund for this work, and with the hope that the assembled papers will make a
constructive contribution to the Goverrnment's current efforts to develop practical options for
advancing its policy objective of "enhancing the impact and effectiveness of development
assistance by promoting effective budgetary allocations oriented to sustainable development and
corresponding reductions in military expenditures in developing countries."

1 arn especially grateful to the five scholars who agreed to participate in the project. Their
submissions constitute the core of report. In some instances further revisions are underway and
additional material may be forthcoming.

As you know, the project was designed to engage the perspectives of Southem NGOs in the
broad discussion now underway in Canada regarding the effectiveness of "conditionality" as a
tool for nromotin£! militarv soendina reductions and for ensuring the most effective use of



Preface
Attached to this letter is a copy of the "guidelines" provided to each participant to help focus thepreparation of the papers. In addition, each contributor was provided with a copy of the
Governent's Discussion Paper on "Military Expenditures in Developing Countries."

While 1 will not in this letter attempt to summarize the findings and perspectives that emnerge
from the papers, I would like to draw your attention to two broad perspectives that emerge from
the papers.

1. First, the papers are frank in their expression of serious doubts about the efficacy of directconditionality. While the analyses and assessments vary, it is flot overstating the point to reportthat a key view reflected in these papers is that among Southem NGOs or NGO communities,
while strongly sharing or endorsing the dual policy objectives of enhancing the effectiveness ofODA and promoting reductions in mîlitary spending, there is significant skepticism concerning
the likely effect of aid conditionality as a means of promoting constructive changes in security
policy and practice in developing countries. Lt is pointed out that security policy and levels ofmilitary spending are the product of a wide range of local, national and regional conditions.
External political and econoniic pressures that do flot address these basic conditions will not beeffective in producing either new security policies or in shilling the levels of resources devoted
to military forces. Conditionality is also questioned on grounds that it may tend to involve
external Governînents too directly in what are essentially domestic political concerns and debatesregarding the direction of security policy. It is also noted that it is very difficult to generalize
about what might le regarded as appropriate levels of military spending or armed forces.
Appropriateness inevitably depends on a range of local, national and regional circumstances and
conditions.

Il. Second, the papers emphasize that military spending reductions depend on changes in securityconditions and approaches, and thus the discussions focus on ways of changing the political andsecurity conditions that shape local, national and regional security needs and policies and that
influence levels of military spending. The papers thus offer a rich survey of possible measures
which can be roughly divided into four categories of attention:



2. Peaceful resolution ofconflict: Current security policies and levels of military spending are
obviously linked to conditions of conflict, but such conflicts are prone to escalate to violence due
in no small part to the paucity of alternative means of pursuing the resolution of conflict. Hence,
the promotion of peace dialogues in existing armed conflicts, or threatened armed conflicts, must
become a priority. Some ODA could be constructively channelled in support of such initiatives
and away from explicit support for military measures.

3. Effective development strategies: Any move toward conditionality or other measures to
promote reductions in military expenditures must proceed from the objective of making
development assistance and capital investment more effective and people friendly. While some,
of course, fear that efforts to link aid to military spending cuts are actually a cover to cut aid, but
the papers express support for measures that focus on making aid more effective, and donor
efforts to encourage reductions in military spending in aid recipient countries must be seen as
just one means toward that end.

4. Carrots over sticks: The use of "sticks" to press for reductions in military spending may have
a place, but there is clear agreement that "carrots" will be much more effective. As Prof. Cawthra
put it, "'Carrots' in the form of funding and technical assistance to facilitate demobilization,
enhance civil-military relations, support institution building for the management of common
security, promote arms control and disarmament and enhance transparency and accountability in
the security field are essential to ensure sustainable demilitarization which is rooted in a
renaissance of civil society."

k forward to a continuing
development in the context
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ODA, Military Spending, and Political Conditionality:
Non-Governmental perspectives fromn the South

Guidelines:
for papers to assess and analyze, from a non-governmental perspective, the advantages and
disadvantages (as well as other implications) of linking development assistance to the promotion
of reductions in military spending in developing countries.

Malibub ut Haq, who has been the principal author of the UN's annual Human Development

Report, urges a new focus on third wortd disarmnament and on radicatty reducing military

spending in favour of greater spending on economnic and social developmnent. He told a UN NGO

conference in the fait of 1995 that the emphasis on security must change fromn national security

to human security, and that, (by way of example), "ail of the countries in South Asia.. .should

start with a 5% reduction in their mititary expenditure. .. .and put it into the education and heatth

of their chitdren." He went on to say:

,-d Wortd bas increased to the point where somne
en to slow down the appetite of these nations for
Is corne and insist on air conditioned jeeps... .while
v'less schoots. I think it bas gone too far, this whole
vhile 1 arn against aid conditionality as a matter of
Lter than coercion-I think at teast in this respect I
j' expenditure. Many donor countries have said -
d4F and World Bank and others - that we witl take

Southern NGO Perspectives Preface



Southern NGO Perspectives

The Canadian government's current consultations on the issue is a way of "taking it seriously."

The views of a broad range of govemrments, individuals and NGOs are being solicited to develop

options for pursuing its policy objective to:

"enhance the impact and effectiveness as of development assistance by promoting
effective budgetary allocations oriented to sustainable development and corresponding
reductions in military expenditures in developing countries."

Your paper will be an important contribution to this consultation effort. To that end I would ask

you to provide analysis which clarifies the arguments of the NGO community in your region,

either in support of or against proposals for aid conditionality related to levels of military

spending in aid recipient countries.

Your paper should provide a basic non-govemrmental assessment of the feasibility and

desirability of applying conditions to development assistance as a means of promoting reductions

in military spending ini developing countries. Several additional and related questions.could be

Preface
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4. A variety of actions are currently being contemplated. Please feel free to respond to, any
or ail of the following action possibilities:

a Integrate the military spending issue into the ODA process, within the context of
other priorities and country or regional strategic frameworks, so that ODA can
encourage productive resource allocation in developing, countries.

0 Provide continuing support for democratization, good governance and conflict
management in ODA programming decisions.

a Encourage and support efforts by developing countries to develop reintegration
and demobilization programs.

0 Support measures by the appropriate international institutions to enhance the
availability, transparency, and comparability of data on military spending to
provide the tools for effective action by the international conlnunity.

a Encourage the IFIs and the OECD/DAC to develop a methodology for defining
"good performers" and "excessive military expenditures."

0 Support increased IFI monitoring and assessment of the level of LDC resources
allocated to the military sector, particularly in the poorest countries and ini those
where such expenditures may be considered excessive. This may be accomplished

to me

Southern NGO Per, ect»a
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Work toward the development of restraint measures which provide a normative
framework for reductions in the quantity and sophistication of military equipment
being offered on the international market, while recognizing legitimate
commercial interests. These could include:

- negotiation of a multilateral code of conduct for arms suppliers;

- the development and harmonization of supplier controls such as moratoria
on the export of arms to countries engaged in conflict, regional arms races
or where the arms could be used in the abuse of human rights.

Seek support for constraint measures which place politically or legally binding
restrictions on a country's ability to develop, produce, seli, deploy or buy specific
types and quantities of armnaments. These could include:

- supplier regimes such as the Missile Technology Control Regime, the
Australia Group and the new Wassenaar agreement, which seek to prevent
the develorment of weaDons of mass destruction and regional arms races
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Ernie Regeir lIntroducion

Towards "the Ieast diversion for armaments of the world's human and economic
resources"9: southern NGO voices on military spending and conditionality
Ernie Regehr

A. Introduction

Whether the perspective is that of a northem donor Government committed to efficient

management of dwindling development assistance funds, or southern Governments and NGOs

faced with the enduring crisis of scarce capital, the substantiai human and material resources stili

consumed for military purposes are being eyed with growing interest. The emerging and, by

now, widely respected concept of "common security" (also referred to as "hunian"' or
&Gcooperative" security, or a variety of other terms) recognizes that the security of individuals and

communities depends significantly on a comniitment to recovering resources from non-

productive military spending and making them availabte for social and economic devetopment.

Hence, catis for military spending reductions and accompanying mititary reforms in the South

are premised on both economic and traditionai security grounds. With the ideologicat and

competitive divisions of the Coid War nowlargely set aside, a dispassionate review of post

Wortd War Il militarv rotes su22ests that an excessive retiance on miiitary responses to local and

-onfiscation of resources desperateiy needed for devetopment.

of the post-Cold War era have spawned a broad-range of proposais and
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1er military forces; the elimination of wasteful military

'transparency and accountability in the military budget process;

istrial sectors; conventional arms transfer control; commitment to

rition, and non-aggression; depoliticization of armed forces;
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period the world, share of the former Soviet states went from almost 40% to just under 20%,

while the world share of military spending by the poorest 30% of countries remained constant at

about 2% . The second prominent reality is that development assistance funding has also

declined sharply and remains well below the formai objective of .7% of GNP. In the period from

1988-89, when Canadian military and OUA spending reached a peak, to 1993-94, Canadian

military spending was cut by 2.4%, compared with a 15% cut in OUA spending. Planned

additional cuts to 1998-99 will bring the total military spending cuts to 29%, compared with

OUA cuts of 43%.' In 1995, according to the North-South Institute, DAC countries spent .27%/

Of GNP on OUA, despite an official goal of .7%, and from. 1994 to 1995 ODA spending declined

another 9%.5

ng military spending in capital poor developing countries is a widely

objective, viewed as a global phenomenon, the problem. of excessive

vay from constructive social purposes into non-productive military

n the North than in the South. And while the urge to make ODA as

;upport of sustainable developmeent is welcomed, the persistent decline

ing has led at least some in the South to wonder whether explorations of

Ernie Regelir Introduction
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reduced military spending

a key political question

existence of ay suçh nonn 6 on

ntries to spend as littie as possible, or

s. Nor is there, the authors argue, any

The study thus concludes that there is

J'fi
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resources for military purposes is to be kept to a minimum and that, by implication, there is such

a thing as excessive military spending, namely, whenever it exceeds the least amount needed to

establish peace and security.

Subsequent declarations go further to state that international peace and security actually

depend on there being reductions in military preparations and that reductions in armaments and

armed forces are therefore in the interests of peace and security and are identified as an enduring

objective of the international community. In 1978, the UN General Assembly adopted the Final

Document of the special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, which

declared: "Genuine and lasting peace can only be created through the effective implementation of

the security system provided for in the Charter of the United Nations and the speedy and

substantial reduction of arms and armed forces, by international agreement and mutual example,

ýsion of the General Assembly on Disarmament 1978, paragraph

ional conimunity has declared that reductions in armaments and

Jt for development and for economic and social well-being. The

onship between Disarmament and Development concluded that

ndermines development and is incompatible with the international

Ernie Regehr Introduction
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of both security and economic well.-being.7 The recent report of The Commission on Global

Qovernance (Chaired by Ingvar Carlsson and Shnidath Ramphal) similarly concludes that "the
devek>pment of military capabilities beyond that required for national defence and support of UN
action is a poterntiai threat ta the security of people," and proposes a Demilitarization Fund "to
lielp cieveloping countris rediiee their military commitmnents." It goes on to say that "collective

military spending should be reduced to $500 billion by the end of the 4ecade.

The international comimunity has in fact gone some distance in enunciating norms related
ta cuts in »iilitary spending: niotably, that cuts in military spending are to be encouraged in the

itet of itraional peace and secwrity and in the interests of econor»ic development. In
these bodformulations, developing countries are not singled ouit for special attention (althoiugh
it is acJknowledged that theconomic benefits of military speuding cuts could ke felt most
dirççtly and imme3diately by developing countries). While there is an implicit assumption in these
cails for military spendn cuts that the economie advancement of poorer countries should ke a

are indeed international nonns in support of deep
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flows of capital to developing countries" is vitally important and that this end can be served by

disarmament in industrialized countries provided that portions of the resulting budgetary savings

would be used to support a "development fund." In 1973, the UN General Assembly passed a

resolution to promote the "reduction of the military budgets of states members of the Security

Council by 10% and utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to

developing countries ...... 9

Indeed, the politîcal credibility of calis for spending cuts in developing countries depend

on industrial countries also addressing their excessive military spending, inasmuch as
"&encouraging military reform in the South gains legitimacy when combined with military reform

in the North.'

It is also clear that, to the extent that there is an emerging international consensus in

support of minimizing military spending, it-is not oriented toward the identification of particular
e&problem" countries. Rather, the problem is defined as the overail diversion for military purposes

of scarce capital away from direct support of constructive social development. The objective

ritries

Ernie Regehr Introduction
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ns. If there is an interest in using ODA

try spending exceeds a certain % of GDP). On the other

ilitary spending in ail instances and 1:0 use ODA 1:0

ztion, then the instrument is nmc Iess likely to be

ative -- even though the possiblity of witholding ODA in

.ice states 1:0 adhere to
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reward countries for 'good behaviour' in the military sector -- an approach it ternas 'positive

linkage,' in contrast to the 'negative linkage' of conditionalîty."

3. And, of course, there is conditionality itself, defined by Bail as "the provision of an
economic benefit only when its potential recipient agrees to undertake or abstain from specifie

actions."

The accompanying papers, written from an NGO perspective but flot purporting to
formally report an NGO position, support the broad objectives of reducing military spending and

agree that extemnal encouragement and even pressure can be helpful toward that end. In some
instances local populations lack the level of engagement needed to support an effective domestic

Policy debate over levels of military spending, meaning that externial pressures are generally

Welcome. While there is little support for direct conditionality, there is a great deal of support for

international efforts to promote and support constructive domnestie change.

D. Persuasion and external support:

1 . There is a strong sense in the accompanying papers that the key to reducing military
spending and to making more domestic resources available for development is to reduce the
demand for military responses to internal and regional tensions. In turn, the pursuit of alternative,
1lo1-military approaches to enhancing security are seen to depend on democratization and good

anced by

Ernie Regelir Introduction
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ecs among donor and recipient states should be to

untries do not face conventional military threats, but

,s social and economic challenges. Even in the face of

are at far greater risk of death due to malnutrition

.onflict. Internai security in the face of social and

,i-militaiy institutions charged with law enforcement

,e and more dernocratic.

rds of behav



from the multilateral institutions and the donor community." 0f course, Northem donor countries
have flot set a high standard for meeting public targets (given the rather wide guif between the

ODA target and practice).

3. Southern states should also be encouraged to become parties to or ratify relevant
international arms control and disarmament treaties and agreements.

* 4. Northern states interested in curbing military spending in the South obviously need to
control and restrict their military exports and export promotion to, the South. Northern military
export policies must generally be developed to, place recipient human security interests ahead of
the interests of particuîar regimes anxious to acquire new military equipment and ahead of the

commercial interests of Northern manufacturing firms anxious to sell as much equipment to as

many customers as possible.

5. As one writer put it, Northern political behaviour and standards have an impact on the
South. To that end, Northemn novernments have a primary responsibility to put thier own houses

Ernie Regehr Introduction
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converge and tbat define acceptable state bêhaviour for both recipient and donor countries." Uvi
and4 Biagoti regard political conditionality as a reginie that "is not firmly established or
consensual: In many ways, it is an emerging regime, emanating froni a few rich countries and

impegntedwlth their ideology, subjeot to much dissension and contlict."
In other words, even if there is a base upon which to build a regime of political

like the IMF have traditionally clie that they



G. Conclusions

While the intent here is flot to summarize the findings and perspectives that emerge from the

attaehed papers, several of the main or recurring points are worth noting.

I. First, the papers are frank in their expression of serious doubts about the efficacy of
direct conditionalit>'. While the analyses and assessments var>', it is flot overstating the point to

report that a key view reflected in these papers is that among Southern NGOs or NGO

communities, while strongly sharing or endorsing the dual policy objectives of enhancing the

effectiveness of ODA and promoting reductions in militar>' spending, there is significant

skeptlcism concerning the likely effect of aid conditionalit>' as a means of promoting

consrutve changes in securit>' policy and practice ini developing countries. It is pointed out that

securiy policy and levels of military spending are the product of a wide range of local, national

anid reglonal conditions. External political and economic pressures that do flot address these basic

conditions will not be effective in producing either new securit>' policies or ini shifting the levels

Ernie Regelir Ditroduction
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recipient cQuritries are relatively new to addressing military/security issues, and tlius flot always
well-ecpiippe4 or prepaMe to make apecifie recommendations regarding security policy or
appropriate levels of military spending, the çlonor community's steps to place the issue on the
political agenda will help to promiote public debate and the pursuit of alternative, humnan-centred
approaches to security.
2. Peaeeful reso1Mtion of conflict: Current security policies and levels of military spending are
obviously likdto conditionis of cnfliet, but sucli conflicts are prone to esealate to violence duc
ini no snmall part to the paucity of alternative means of pursuing the resolution of conflict. H-ence,
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Issues Related to the Linking of Development Assistance to the Promotion of Reductions in
Military Spending in Southern Africa: A Non-Governmental Perspective
Gavin Cawthra'

A. NGOs in Southern Africa

Somne distinctions with regard to NGOs have to be made at the outset. There are several thousand
NGOs in South Africa but far fewer in other Southem African countries (Southemn Africa is
defined as states which are members of the Southem African Development Community
[SADC]). 2 Most of these NGOs are non-political and non-developmental in nature-a fact often
overlooked. For example, some of the largest NGOs in South Africa are concernied with the
welfare of animais or are essentially business or social clubs taken up with their own social and
charitable activities (Rotarians, Lions, etc.). Many of the NGOs in other Southem African states
would also declare themselves to be 'non-political' in the sense that they have limited welfare

Gavin Cawthra Soutliern Africa
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defence spending and some would consider it outside their domain.

Defence and Security NGOs
There are a small number of NGOs in South Africa (although flot in the rest of Southem Africa)
that concemn themselves specifically with defence issues. These have clearer views and can be
divided in two groups: those canipaigning against what they perceive to be an ongoing militarismn
inherited from apartheid and now adopted with modifications by the ANC, and those which seek
to facilitate in a less normative way the evolution of civil-military relations in South and
Southern Africa. The latter are generally of an applied academic orientation and associated with

Various universities.

0f the campaigning groups, Ceasefire (an evolution of the End Conscription Campaign)
is the most prominent, and draws some support from traditionally pacifist religious groupings as
well as the Anglican and Methodist Churches. Ceasefire welcomes any pressure to reduce
m"ilitarY expenditure and has canipaigned against major weapons acquisitions.

The Gun-Free South Africa Campaign, also supported by some churches, is concemned
mainly with 'micro-disarmament' (see below). The Group, for Environmental Monitoring (Gem)

Gavin Ca)vtllra Soutliern Africa
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works closely wi th the defence establishment.
* Defence Management Programme, University of the Witwatersrand, concerned mainly

with training and educating senior officers and defence officiais from SADC states.
* Institute for Strategic Studies, University of Pretoria.

Religious Groups

Some of the major Southem African churches have corne out unequivocally in support of
military cuts and have opposed purchases of new weapons systems. The Anglican churcli in
South Africa, for example, has declared itself a 'peace churcli' and Bishop Tutu lias spoken out
against the proposed purchase of naval corvettes.' In Zimbabwe, the Council of Churchies held a
national seminar ini April, where it called for further reductions in defence expenditure.5

B3. How Should Military Spending and Excessive Military Spending be Defined?
It is notoriously difficuit to quantify total military spending as expenditure because expenditure
is often hidden ini other government departments. For example, military bases may be
constmucted through departments of public works or similarly, military transport may be arranged

by epatmetsof trnprt; military pensions, training and education costs may be
accomodted in other govemrment line items. The picture is even more complex if the defence
industry is taken into account-govermunent subsidies including R&D, export facilitation, tax
exemtos etc. are seldomn factored in.

Many of these factors have relevance for developing c.>untries. In addition, it is flot
uuulfor parnlty forces, such as prsdnilguards or elite counter-insurgency units, to

befude from plclaw-and-order, intelligence, presidential or other budgets, although these

iomics of Exporting Arms," Journal



Urlits carry out tasks that are essentially military in nature. It is common in developing countries
for the police to carry out counterinsurgency and otiier internai security tasks of a paramilitary
nature; and it is flot unusual for the military to be involved in policing operations and border
Control.

In South Africa under apartheid, considerable military expenditure (perhaps an additional
15 per cent) was taken up through govemment departments other than defence.7 This remains the
case, although no accurate estimates are available. Moreover, while there has been a 50 per cent
eut in defence expenditure since 1989, much of the money saved has been transferred to the
Safety and Security (policing) budget, which is now rapidly approaching the size of the defence
budget, and there have also been increases in the intelligence allocation. In 1994/5, the police
budget had grown to 80 per cent of the size of the defence budget-ten years previously it had
been a quarter the size (the 1994/5 defence budget stood at R10.5 billion and the Safety and
Security budget at R8.5 billion).' Moreover, the number of permanent personnel in the policy
service now exceeds that in the defence force (over 120,000) if part-time volunteers and reserves
are not taken into account.

South Africa's recent history demonstrates clearly the overlap between policing and
defence which is also a feature, to a greater or lesser extent, in other Southern African countries.
The South African Police were extensively deployed in counterinsurgency duties in the
Rhodesian and Namibian Liberation struggles, and in South Africa itself were used both for rural
and urban counterinsurgency operations; until 1990, ail police underwent counterinsurgency
training as a matter of routine, while specialized units such as the Internai Stabilit3r Units

and used in poiicing tasks. This was flot

Gé7vin CawilirT Soutitern Africa
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in internai security goes back to the I1920s, was prominent in the 1 940s and was also noticeable

after the 1960 Sharpeville crisis. Afier 1996 it became routine.

Efforts have been made since 1990 to demilitarize the police (symbolized by the change

of nare from 'force' to 'service') but specialized public order units of a paramilitary nature

remain and the service continues to be heavily armed. There is no sign of any significant

reduction in the use of troop deployments for internai security tasks; typically, around 5,000

soldiers remain deployed in sucli tasks, and their numbers increase at times of crisis or during

elections. 9

This highlights one of the difficulties of linking aid to defence expenditure: i rnost

development countries-especially i Africa-internal, socially and economically driven conflicts

are more imprat than external ones. States may use either or both the defence or the police

forces to counter these threats to the existing orcler (whether it is democratic or not). As the Souti

African experience lias shown, in a democratizing environrnent resources may be shifted fromn

defence to policing or intelligence without any signifleant 'peace dividend'. Donor countries

might better consider linking aid to the overail security budget (defence, policing, law and order

and iesfrom< presidential expenditure) than to the defence budget per se.

Inlthis eontext, it is difficuit to decide what constitutes excessive military expenditure (or

bearing in mind theêabove argument) excessive security expenditure. The target of 2 per cent of

GDP on defenc promoted by the IFIs is becoming increasingly accepted as a bezicbmark,



Civil confliets inevitably lead to higli expenditures on defence. While Mozambique has

very rapidly demilitarized, Angola continues to reflect one of the world's highest rates of

military expenditure-and the officiai figures themselves do flot include ail, or even most,

military expenditure incurred by UNITA or the Government. Angola's defence budget

has shown huge fluctuations over recent years: it is clear, however, that a sustained

downturn will depend on firm peace and demnobilization and that a target of 2 per cent of

GDP for defence expenditure wilI be extremely difficuit to achieve (given the estimated

figure of 3 5.5 per cent in 199 1).1o Angola's future afier UNAVEM III remains very

tenuous; a resurgence of war and civil conflict will undoubtedly iead to additional

insecurity in Southern Africa as a whoie.

* Asymmetry: The overwhelming military and economic domination of South Africa

causes a number of problemrs for the harmnonization of defence expenditures at a low

level; whatever South AFRICA's deciared intentions, its capabilities remain

overwhelming. Some of the implications of this are discussed later in this paper. It should

also be noted that tiny, poor countries such as Lesotho may have to spend more than 2 Per

cent of GDP on defence simpîy to maintain a minimum viable defence or interniai security

capability.

isier to peg miiitary expenditure than to reduce it-in a situation of

ead to an inevitable reduction in miiitary spending as a proportion

the other hand, reducing military expenditure may be more difficuit

conditions where it is more needed: ini times of negative or zero

Southerit Africa
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Domestic political factors: There is littie doubt that in developing countries domestic

political factors are one of the main reasons for increases in defence expenditure. These

factors are difficuit to predict and may change rapidly, upsetting long-term plans. Some

of these issues are discussed below.

C. Reducing Military Demand

Rising military expenditures ini Southern Africa, a feature of the 1960-1990 period, can be

ascribed principally to the conflict over apartheid and its off spins which were fed by Cold War

competition in the region. An additional factor, although difficuit Io separate out fromn the others,

was the perceived need of governrents to shore up their domestic political power bases by

strengthening their military resources. After the mid- 1970s, with the collapse of Portuguese

colonialism, the increasing intensity of armed liberation struggles and the civil wars in Angola

and Mozambique, Southemn Africa saw rapid militarization which affected ail the countries of th,

region to some extent, but was particularly marked in Mozambique, the then-Rhodesia, Namibia

Angola and South Africa.

Since 1990 there has been dramatic, although uneven, demilitarization. Seuliement of the

conflict in Mozambique has led to military demobilization on both sides and a radical

downscaling of defence expenditure. Angola, however, remains highly militarized, and progress

ires sin
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to five years."1

The end of apartheid and the settlement of most intrastate conflicts in the region (with the
possible exception of Angola) thus has led to a substantial reduction in demand for militar3r
equipment and expenditure for personnel and operating costs. There is an acceptance in ail the
Countries of the region that there is no foreseeable conventional military threat in the short te
medium term; threats are rather perceived as lying in social and economic challenges. While
there are a number of border disputes in the region (Lesotho and Swaziland, for example, lay
claim' to parts of South Africa), these are of a relatively minor nature and the countries of
Southern Africa are increasingly interdependent and are drawn together politically and
economicaîîy through the Southern African Development Community (SADC). There is thus
little prospect that military demand will be driven by the threat of interstate conflict, although
South Africa's overwhelming strength undoubtedly remains a source of concemn to some
countries even if this is not expressed.

Demand for armanients and increased military expenditure is more likely to arise from
domestic political factors, in particular those related to perceived secessionist threats or to the

Political status and role of the armed forces. For example, the purchase by Botswana of 50
Leopard tankcs, justified by the commander of the Botswana Defence Force, lan Khama, on the
grounds that they might be needed by peacekeeping, was ascribed by South African analysts as
the resuit of the BDF commander's quest for domestic political status and influence."2 Similarly,
it is argued by many commentators that increases in Zimbabwe's defence budget in the early
1990s were a resuit of the political power and influence of the military rather than an>' perceived

Gavin Cawthra Soutitern Africa
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are a number of steps which might be taken to enhance the demilitarization process. 1 will
examine what I consider to be the most important or potentially effective measures.

Promoting demeecratization and good government

Given the importance of domestic factors in the Southern African security environent, this is
clearly a priority. Many of the countries are emerging from periods of conflict in which the
armed forces playcd an inordinately important rote in decision-making, government was
characterized by secrecy, and security concernis predominated over those of development.

SADC lias adopted an integrated approacli to security and development, modelled in part
on the OSCE pro>cess, in which security is seen as resting on good goveniment, respect fo>r
human riglits, economie and social development, confidence and security-building measures and
the peaceflul settiement of disputes through negotiation, mediation and conflict resolutiojt'3 This
vision of common security will flot be realized without transparency and democratic
accountability in relation to defence in each of the SADC states.

A vital aset of encouraging democratization and good governmrrent is thus the
impoveentof civll-military relations and the dernocratic management of defence in each of the
SADCstaes.In South Africa, considerable progress lias been macle in this regard with the
estblshmntof powru parliamentary committees on defence and security which operate as

far as possible in a tasretway, and of a Secretariat for Defence which is Iargely responsible



Government) to enhance this process by educating civilian and military defence officiais in the
management of defence. Other initiatives include regionai workshops and proposais to bring
together the parliamentary defence committees of ail the SADC states to explore ways in which
their roies both domnestically and on an interstate levei might be enhanced.

SuPpoirting Dem obilization and Reintegration of Military Personnel
This has of necessity been a feature of change in several Southern African countries in the past
15 years, most recently in Angola and South Africa. Ther 'e are many lessons to be leamned fromn
the experiences in Zimbabwe, Namnibia and Mozambique (as well as elsewhere in Africa,
especiaîîy the Horn and Uganda). Demobilization in each of these countries was achieved with
varying degrees of effectiveness: while the process was generally smoother than might have been
anticipated, the end resuits in1 terfls of reintegration into civil society (productive empioyment)
ofien feil short of expectations.

The process of demobilization in South Africa is especiaiiy complex and has features
which differ from those of ail other Southern African countries, where the principal challenge
Was to relocate soldiers on the land ini a productive way. A Service Corps has been established
With funding from the Govermnent of the Republic of China (Taiwan) but this is aimed at
meeting the needs of unskilled or semi-skilled soldiers; the rationalization of thousands of senior
officers and NCOs from the SANUF in the next three years wilpose new challenges. Experience
bas shown that it is crucial that there is a long-terni commitment to reintegration and reskilling.

Demobilization and rationalization programs are a reality; they are occurring anyway and
do not have to become a condition for development assistance. Instead, they provide a
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innovative programs to reskill and resettie soldiers.'

Issues Related to the Transparency, Availability and Comparability of Data on Military

Expenditure and Arms Trading

International experience has confirmed the importance of the availability of accurate and

comparable data in processes of military and political confidence and security building. In

Southern Africa, the overwhelming hegemony of South Africa inevitably places the emphasis on

unilateral initiatives by that country although there is also scope for multilateral measures.

South Africa bas agreed to report to the UN Register of Conventional Arms, although in

its first year of reporting, in 1995, it failed to provide full details. As of March 1995, only

Malawi, Lesotho, Mauritius and Namibia had provided returns to the UN Register, in ail cases

simply in the form of a note verbale and flot data." Fuit reporting to the UN Register by ail the

countries of the region would provide a firm basis for transparency of data; comparability,

however, will remain difficuit. The statistics in the Military Balance are questionable and do flot

reflect on the serviceability of equipment. For example, most of the military aircraft held by

Gavin Cawtijra Soudiern Africa



of data availabîlity should be pursued, especially through SADC. Donor countries may be able to
assist this process on a project basis or by providing technical support.

Controlling the Arms Trade
South Africa is ahead of the other countries in the region inl its accession to international control
and monitoring agreements and regimes; this is entirely appropriate as South Africa is the
Principal producer and trader of arms in the region. The Republie has now acceded to (or is in the
process of ratifying) most of the relevant international multilateral armas control agreements,
including the NPT, the Chemical Weapons Convention, the Biological Weapons Convention, the
Certain Conventional Weapons Treaty and the Missile Technology Control Regime. South
Africa is also, since 1994, a member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group and played a leading role in
the negotiations over the NPT review and the review of the CCW treaty.

The picture is flot as good for other Southern African states, although in many cases the
agreemnents would have little application-none of the other Southern African states, for example,
is remnoteîy likely to become a nuclear proliferator. However, with the exception of Angola, al
have signed the NPT and several have ratified the Biological Weapons Convention, although
none has ratified the CCW Treaty.'6

South Africa is the only significant anns exporter in the region, accouflting for 0.4 per
cent of the international arms trade. Exports amnounted to R854 million in 1994/5, mostly to the
Middle E-ast but also to other parts of the world. The South African defence industry declined
rapidly afier 1989 as a result of the collapse of its domestic market, and it bas responded by
diversifying and by seeking to increase exports. According to the South African Defence

Gavin Cawilira Souiliern Africa
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This clearly taises concerus internationally over the prospect of South Africa's becoming

a source of arms proliferation, especially in the developîng world, for which most of its weapons

systems are particularly appropriate. However, the Government has adopted a policy of

constraint in line with its overall foreign policy framework, and has established a cabinet-level

National Conventional Arms Control Comrnittee which has to approve each proposed sale. It bas

so far adopted a restrictive policy (for example, turning down a major deal with Turkey on the

grounds of that country's human rights record), but it should be noted that the Committee takes

each proposai on a case-by-case basis, potentially opening the way for a less restrictive approach.

'Micro Disarmaiuent'

Mauy NOOs in the reglon have drawn attention to the importance of the trade in light weapons,

which are highly destabilizing and1 in part responsible for an escalation in crime and banditry.

While there are no statistics on the size of the trade, it is believed to be significant. The principal

flow is currently from Mozmbque to South Africa, and to a lesser extent from Angola to South

Africa.' InMzmique iaequiacies ini the UN demobilization process lefi vast numbers of

wepn li the ad of former combatants; many of these have been sold to smugglers who take

them into South Africa where they are fuelling domestic crime and political confliot, especially
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uIIsuccessful) effort in 1995 to persuade gun-owners to hand in both legal and illegal weapons to

Police stations.'9

It should be borne in mind that it is extremely difficuit in Southern Africa to distinguish
between politically and criminaîîy motivated violence; the two are closely interliriked as violent
political groupings and warlords seek to enrich themselves or fiund their operations through
crime. In some South African townships, revolutionary groupings have degenerated into criminal
gangs since the end of apartheid.

Funding support for micro-disarmament strategies, currently pursued by small NGOs
with few financial resources, would no doubt eventuaîîy contribute to reducing internai. secunity
th-reats and crime. Technical and other assistance to enhance border security is also a priority.

Security Dialogues with Regional and Sub-regional Organizations
In Southern Africa, the best prospects for the development of a common security regime lie with
SADC, which lias considerable credibility despite its institutional weaknesses. Protracted debate
has taken place on this issue over the last few years, in the course of which a new organization,
the Association of Southern African States (ASAS) was mooted but now appears to have been
abandoned. In January 1996 the SADC ministers proposed that an Organ on Politics, Defence
and Security be established. This confirmed a framnework set out initially at the Windhoek
ministerial workshop in July 1994, and entailed an ambitions programn including:

a The evolution of "common political value systems and institutions";

mà conflict prevention, management and resolution;

peacemalcing and peacekeeping and co-ordination of member states'

n regional and international peacekeeping operations;

of a "collective security capacity" and conclusion of a "Mutual Defence
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Monitoring of UN and OAU conventions and treaties on arms control, disarmarnent and

peaceful relations between states.20

Lt is expected that most of these proposais will be endorsed by the H-eads of State and

Governiment of the SADC-member countries in the course of 1996 (although the proposai for a

collective defence and mutuai security pact may be opposed by South Africa). The SADC organ.

wiII funiction independently of other SADC structures, will probably absorb the existing Inter-

State Defence and Security Comxnittee (ISDSC) and will function at both the winisterial and

head-of-state levels.

However, it is clear that the SADC proposais are extremely ambitious and that at present

SADC lacks the institutional capacity to develop them. Lt is also unclear exactly how th.e SADC

structures will relate to the OAU and the UN, although SAlYC increasingly sees itself not merely

as a development co-ordination institution but aiso as a sub-regionai political structure faiuing

under the OAU. There is evidently considerable scope for international co-operation i the

building of common security institutions in Southern Africa.

D.ConclusionI

This perhas identltled a number of ways ini which development assistance mîght be used to

contribute to the poess of reducing znilitary spending. In the author'a view these 'carrots,' in

the form of ftinding and~ tehia sistance to facilitate demobilization, enhance civil-military

relations, support institution building for the managmn of conunon security, promote arms

conrolanddisrmaentandenhncetransparency adaccountability in the scrty field are

essntil t esur sutaiabe demili izton whch is rooted in a reasace of civil society.

be a crude measuire with a limited
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utility, as security in Southem Africa is largely a domestically driven issue and the roles of
defence forces, police services anld other state security agencies are flot often as clearly
delineated as they are in the developed world.
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Implications of Linking Development Assistance with Militar>' Expenditure in South Asia
Ghayur A lam

Conflicts in South Asia

South Asia' has had a history of violent conflicts since the end of British mile during the late

1940s. The most damaging conflict in the region is between India and Pakistan. As these

countnies account for most of the milita>' expenditure in the region, this paper is largely

confined to the conflict between India and Pakistan. However, China has an important bearing on

the defence policies of South Asian countries (especially those of India). This bas been taken into

account in the paper.

The conflict between India and Pakistan bas its genesis in the creation of the two

countries. The partition of British India on religious grounds (Hindu-Muslim) ini 1947 to create

fh- i--éln cf1ý ýfTr1;nA PnkiQtqin wnr necnminanied bv massive sectarian violence.

Soutli Asia
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India's relations with China are also strained. Afier a brief period of friendly relations

during the 1950s, the two sides. becarne involved in a bitter border dispute which led to active

hostilities ini 1962. Although tension has declined in recent years, the border dispute is yet to b~

resolved. More importantly, India continues to see China as a major threat to its interests in th<

region.

The third important confliet with implications for defence expenditure in the region is. 1

conflict between Tamiil insurgents and the Sri Lankan govemment. Recent events suggest that

conflict is likely to escalate.

Military Expenditure in South Asia

With the end of the cold war, global defence expenditure (both in absolute ternis and as a

percentage of GDP) began to decline in the late 1980s. It declined from US$l,260 billion in lý

to US$868.4 billion in 1993. As a percentage of GDP, it declined from 5.22 during 1983-93 to

3.3% in 1993.2

However, contrary to the global trend, defence expenditure in South Asia has continue

to increase during the 1990s. For example, while world defence expenditure declined by 7.2%

during 1988-93, in the case of south Asia it increased by 2 .9% .

India and Pakistan accounit for most of the defence extenditure ini the region; they wer(

of the
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followed by Sri Lanka, with defence expenditure equal to 4.8% of GDP. India spends slightly

Iess than 3% of its GDP on defence.

Lt must, however, be pointed out that India's defence expenditure, both in real ternis (after

taking inflation into account) and as a percentage of GDP, has declined during the 1 990s. Lt

declined by an average annual rate of 2.04% in constant 1980-81 rupees during the period

between 1986-87 and 1993-94.' The recent defence budget follows this trend. India's defence

budget allocation of Rs.277,980 billion for 1996-97 is an increase of Rs.9,190 billion over the

revised estimates of last year. However, when inflation is taken into account, the budgeted

defence expenditure is, in effect, a decline over the last year.

Similarly, as a percentage of GDP, India's defence expenditure declined from 3. 1% to

2.8% during the last five years' (see Table 2).

The Need to Reduce Defence Expenditure

The countries ini the South Asian region are desperately poor; nearly haif of world's poor people

live in the region. According to soniè estimates, about 280 million people in the region lack

accee" tn Qpf rnlinc, xxitpr nnd MfO million do not have enoueh to eat. Some 800 million

GliayurAlam Soutli Asia
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It is obvious that the allocation of such a high proportion of goveruiment expenditure to

defence limits the resources available for welfare activities. A redution in the military

expenditure in the region is clearly desirable. The rest of the paper examines this possibility.

Strategic Environment and Defence Expenditure in south Asie.

The strategic enviroument in soutb Msia (especially relating to India and Pakistan) and its

imiplications for military expenditure in the region are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Indo-Pak relations are going through one of their worst perio4s. Wlxile the threat of

conventional war between the two countries has receded i recent years, th~e mutual hostility ha

not. In fact, the situation has been worsening tbroughout the 1990s. As fin the past, Kashmir is 1

major area ofeconflict between the two countries. As far as India is concerrned, Paitns suppo

to Kashmiri separatists is the main obstacle to improvement in relations between the two
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emergence of the Bhartiya Janta Party (which takes an extremely anti Pakistan position) as a

serious contender for power in India, the Indian governient will find it very difficuit to, reduce

defence expenditure significantly. In fact, there is a growing demand for a large increase in

military expenditure. Influential defence analysts are demanding an increase in the defence

budget. They have warned that unless the defence budget is increased considerably, the armned

forces will be unable to perform in a conflict. It is argued that if India wants to maintain the sanie

defence capability it had ini the 1980s, it will need to spend up to 5-6% of its GDP on defence.7

The Bhartiya Janta Party bas also criticized the current defence budget as too small.'

Govermnents have resisted this pressure umtil now. For example, in 1995 the Ministry of
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treaty, unless India does the sanie, bas popular support in that country.

When the new government was installed in India carlier this year, interest was shc>wn b3

both countries i starting negotiations to normalize relations. Jlowever, the initial enthusiasm

bas flot been followed up by concrete measures.< In fact, both sides are now saying that

negotiations are unlikely to be held in the near future. The Indian observers I have talked to say

that normalization of relations with Pakistan i the near future is unlikely. This pessimistic vieN

was confirmed recently by the chief of the Indian army, Oeneral Roy Chowdhury, who said tha

relations between the two countries are unlikely to improve unless son ething drastic happens.'

While the goverrnents in both countries pay lip service to the need to normalize

relations, neither takes a realistic view of the situation. The fact that a long term solution

acceptable to both countries would necessitate some degree of compromise is. cogipletely igor

by both sides.'

To conclude, the south Msia region bas seen an inçreasç insion during the 1 990s.

significant reduction in military expenditurc
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GIobally, bilateral development aid has been declining in recent years and, as a percentage of
donors' GDP, it was the lowest in 20 years in 1994-95. " The importance of bilateral aid is
Particularly small for some of the south Asian countries, as it accounts for a small proportion of
their GDP. This is specially true for India and Pakistan. It accounts for only 0.8% and 2.5% of
their GDP respectively. Furthermore, as the figures in Table 6 show, the importance of bilateral
aid in the economy of these countries has declined in the 1990s. As bilateral aid is flot very

important for India and Pakistan (and China). the notential of using bilateral aid as a lever to
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spending ini the region.

In addition to aid, developed countries have trieçl to use other pressures (diplomatie,

of military equipment etc.) in the past to influence defence and related policies. The US, for

example, has put pressure on both India and Pakistan to curb their nuclear and missile

programmnes. Qne of the most publicized instancçes of US pressure was whcn it iniposed

sanctions on technology transfer to the Indian and the Russian space agencies in retaliation

agaist the supply ofçcryogeniç #ngines by the Russians to India. In the case of Pakistan, pre

bas been applied on Pakistan to abandon its nuclear weapon developument programme throug

the Pressier Amendment. Ijowever, it is doubtMü whether this pressure bas achieved niuch. 1

India and Pakistan continue to develop their nuclear and missile cpblities. The pressure hý

faiked not only because the development of nuclear and missile capabilities is ccnsidered cru

by both countries for national defence; it bas become almost synonymous with na~tional honc

in both the countries.

What Can NGQs and&Md Agnies Do?

1. Do not link aid to miitary expenditure.
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improved. However, the western countries, especially the US, stili have strong influence in the
region. Also, along with Russia, they are the major source of arms in the region. The NGOs ini
these countries can put pressure on their govemments so that they, a) do flot exploit regional

conflicts to serve their strategic goals, b) do flot export arms to the region.

3- Support local NGOs working towards creating public opinion in favour of better relations.
Public opinion needs to be changed in favour of peaceful seutlement of disputes. This is
especially true in the case of India and Pakistan. Kashmir and other disputes are only symptoms;
the main obstacle to long terni peace between the two countries is mutual distrust. Pakistan is
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Appendix 1

The Confliet in Kashmir

Kashmir is a Muslim majority state which opted for India at the time of independence.

Uîdiappy with this, Pakistan lias always contested the legal validity of Kashmir's accession to

India and insists on a plebiscite to decide the issue. India, on the other hand, considers Kashm

accession to India final and is opposed to a plebiscite.

The Kashmir problem is unlikely to be resolved in the near future. Botli sides have tak

inflexible positions and negotiations in the past have borne few positive resuits. H1opes were

raised in 1972 when Mrs. Gandhi and Mr. Bhutto met an*d cliscussed Kasbmir an~d other

problems. An important aspect of the arent arrived at during these negotiato (known a

the Simla Agreement) was that both sides agreed to solve the Kaslimir prollem peacefully. In

fact, it is generaliy believed that Mrs. Gandhi and Mr. Bhiutto came t<o a sece undexstanding,

according to which Paksa was gradually to accept the statua quo, leaving most of Kashmir

with India. However, Mr. Bhutto, faced with opposition from politia aivals in Pakistn

changed bis mind. Within six months of the Simla Agreement lie was reported to be saying thL

of a negotiated stlmn eevdaf
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anti-India militant groups (who had formed only a fringe of the political scene of the state until
then) were quick to exploit the situation and have gained enormous strength since then.

As the conflict has intensified, a large number of Kashniiri militants and Indian army and
Paramlilitary personnel have lost their lives. The civilian population bas suffered the worst as it is
exposed to excesses committed by both the militants and the Indian. ary It is also faced with
serious economic hardship as only very limited economic activity is now possible in the state.
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Table 1
Military Expenditure (1993)

Country ME (US$-million) Armed Forces (1,000) Armed

Bangladesh 355 107

Burna 1,510 286

China 56,170 3,031

India 8,471 1,265

Nepal 40 35
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Table 5
Ratio of Military Expenditure
to
Central Government Expenditure

Country 1985 1990 1993

Bangladesh 13.0 na na

Burma 18.8 27.6 na

China 23.8 18.8 16.2

India 5.7 13.4 18.8

Nepal 6.2 6.0 5.5

Pakistan 28.1 27.2 26.3

Sri Lanka 8.4 15.3 na

Source: World Military Expenditure and Arms Transfer 1993-94,
US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1995.
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Implications of Iinking developmnent assistance to reductions in military spending

Alejandro Bendaqa

Few in civil society would object to the notion that the emphasis on security must change from.
national security to human security. The question is how best to manage and democratize that
change. Specifically how do we make the societies. and the military itself, proponents of such a
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spending are seif-ser is "savings" are geared to
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resources currently being spent on military affairs could be better spent on civilian endeaVors.

The point he2e is that thjs notion is one which must be cultivated within governnient and civil

sOciety and flot appear to be imposed from the multilateral institutions and the donor community.

Ifldeed, there is no reason why Latin America's governents should chiefly rely on restraint ini

Washingo or <ther arms exporting countries in order to contain national defense budgets.

Much the saecould be said in regard to conditioning aid. These external factors simply divert

atnin from a government's own weakness or Iack of determination. One must first examine

concletTns of military expenditures into the context of domestic political factors and principally
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One must ask what raie can conditionality play in influencing responses ta democratic

transitions, but refleet also as ta influencing civilians at the same time sa as ta inhibit the receni

emergence of authoritarian electaral regimes. The goal must be ta steadily transform civil conti

into democratic contrai. There is na demacracy withaut subardinatian, but there can be

subordination without demacracy. Ostensibly, externat actors wauld seek ta prarnote the shift i

the balance af pawer in favar af civilian suprenucy by strengthening civil institutions which ca

harness military expertise yet reaffirm. civilian supremacy. Isalating the military from social ar.

econamic currents can be detrimental ta demacratic stability, and in same contexts has favared

coup activity. The military must be exposed ta diverse interests and forces within a plural civil

society. This implies an interaction and ongaing dialogue between the civil and military sector.

also implies avaiding poorly conceived, top down bureaucratic military down-sizing without

appropriate consideration of the economic and social conditions ini which the reductions

including demobilizations take place.?

What may be required is further professionalization of armies, as a means of controllinI

them politically and financially--which does not necessarily imply weakening the military or

sharply cutting its budget. To the contrary, specialists have argued that dernocratization in

certain countries (Ghana or Nicaragua perhaps) will be consolidated through further

professionalization of the military and institutionalization of political command with civilian

oversight-both costly propositions. Objective contrai may mean maximizing the

professlonalism of the rnilitary since abedience to civilians is at the lieart of profrssionalism, tI

insuring civilian control. The point however shauld xiot be exaggerated, as political scientist

Samuel Huntington perhaps does, ini arguing that maximizing professionalism is best achieved

getting the military out of politics and, similarly, getting the politicians out of the military.4

'Bonn International Center for Conversion, "Conversion and the hItegration of Econorr
and Security Decisions,1 ' Report No. 1, January, 1995, p. 5.

'Sami
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In our post-Cold War era, or in transition or post-war situations, military professionalism
and integration with society is flot an either/or proposition: professionalism, may well entail the
establisment of new definition of security ericompassing new social contracts that clearly
delineate new spheres of influence, while closing others. But the truth of the matter is that,
beyond the general principle of civilian supremacy, those military spheres of influence cannot be
determined and dictated from the outside, by economic conditionality or otherwise, inasmuch as
civiliari control is flot a fact but a process with its ebbs and flows resting upon a series of social
institutions and behaviors influenced by struggle over time. Yet if military security (or power) is
to be fiully integrated with other elements of security (or power), then new skills are vital for both
political and military officers at ail levels. Taking on new missions entails both risks and
OPPOItuflities in terms of existing norms of civil-milîtary relations.

Militairy Budgets and Military Professionalism
As one expert writes, "budgetary guarantees wiîî not necessarily be sufficient to deter coups; on
the other hand drastically reduced budgets do immeasurably complîcate the problemn of reform,
unless they are combined with some form of downsizing and deep reformn of military structures.
Budgetary policy thus needs to be coordinated with military restructuring designed to reduce the

Alejandro Bendafij CentralAmerica
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contemplate using the defense apparatus in its quest for achieving the new and higher forms of

security. If there is a tendency for militaries, in both North and South, to occupy such spaces

one must also recognize that also entails a relative failure or weakness on the part of governimei

and civil society to contribute to human security.6

In many countries, democracy will flot funiction without the capability to effectively

control and defend the national territory-the paradox of democracy is that it may demand a

well-armed army to deal for example with the international drug cartels, yet do so in a way whi

at the saine time is subordinate to civil control. At the saine time, the rise of certain new missio

for the military-whether internally or externally funded-may be inimical to democracy. Such if

the case with the present US-led global trend toward militarizing the counter-narcotics

assigniment, blurring the traditional boundary with law enforcement, and thus posing a grave

challenge to civil-military relations and democracy in general, in both the US and abroad. Drt

interdiction also poses a corrosive potential for corruption, particularly where woefully

underpaid military officers confront an enemy with virtually unlimited financial resources.

From the standpoint of democracy, there is also need to distinguish between the militar

as such and special intelligence and security units which are much more likely to be responsibi'

for human rights abuses and political interference. Reconversion here begins with tough

streamlining, which in order to be effective may invoke the higher self-interest of institutional

survival. In the case of South Africa, the military (and military-industrial complex) has benefiti

from the transition process which was once suspect. The army has to be involved in the not

'As one expert explains in regard to civil-military relations ini the U.S., "to the extent th
military is different than the rest of society, there is a rationale for limiting its involvement in
framing policy or even excluding it altogether. But to the extent the military reflects and
represents society, it should be fiully integrated into policy-making. The only solution is a frag
balance, shifting in response to changes in the strategic environinent" (Johnson, "American
Civil-Military Relations," p. 1).

'This was argued by a serving US military officer cited by Douglas V. Johnson,
"Anierican Civil-Military Relations: New Issues, Enduring Problems," US Army War College:
Strategic Studies Institute, 1995), p. 8.

CentralAmet



simPly in the redefinition of its rote with civilians along with the recasting of structures, rote,
mission and objectives. Which brings us to the question of resource constraints, and the high
costs of reconversion and enhancing demnocratie control. In many African counitries unpaid
soldiers have been responsible for instability, and where the military bas been called to help
stabilize democratic mile, very ofien this demanded higher defense expenditures.

Although the argument has been abused, there are a number of areas in which the talents,
organizatjon and resources of the military could be brought to bear on behaif of basic human and
ecolog9ical needs. The notion may seem, unpalatable, but in the context of a weal civil society and
underfunded or under willed governments on one side, and growing socio-ecological imTperatives
on the other, one could not, in many countries simply mile out the application of "military" force
to social probiems. Perhaps armies anld police forces can be "streamnlined" to become bodies that
will Support-rather than overthrow-democratically elected governments.

0f course, much depends on the nature and the vision of the military itself. One however
should not assume tliat the military wvîîî instinctively always react negatively to such
reconversion. The writing is on the wall, and it would appear tliat a military which keeps to its
barracks in this day and age, will eventually become redundant. Miîitary hierarchies are not

Alejaildro Bendaga CentralAmerica
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negotiations.

If and where, as a produot of negotiations, war or elections, the osibilities reappear for a
reformcd or cleansed anrny to take shape, then reconversio>n can become a national andi an
international priority, and dionors may be asked to assist. It may be th ae-ehp more in El
Salvador than in Guatemala, more in Nicarag~ua than in Haiti-that the defense appart 1 s is
willing to take part in redeflning its own mission, in a way that enhances humn rihs
develpment and democratic g >verniance, and indeed by malcing such objecie central to the
mentalities, policies and training of the "newu armed forces.

The Politics of Defense Expenditures

It is in this context, that donors must be aware that strict aid conditinl

in a negotiation/transition context, as appears to be the case in ceranCtalAein
countnies. WhiIe the stringency could aperto strengthen the hn fte.vccmoet n
would not wish to see any part~ ovorplaying its hand to thePonofbcmg nehdilca
poitics. noa

P olitica lf di c s i n , n cl ud n o d t o a i i s h u d a s a e " O a c u t w a

e x a t l i s t h n a u r o f t h m i i t r y x p n d i u r , o t e b e a d o w O t h p o p o e d d e f n s
b d e . Ds ti ci n a et e m d e w e p n i g f r" e e s l sO P s dt e uiy
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multilateral reductions.

Purchase of sophisticated weaponry merits one sort of response, but civic reconversion
should menit another. And reconversion needs to, be supported both in principle and by funding,
particularly where it may include reduction in the number of troops and consequent

demobilization, indemnification, pension, retraining and support for reintegration into civilian
life. Experience bas shown that rushed and poorly planned demobilization, along with the
absence of serious reintegration support strategies, May do more to, imperil stability and
development, that the maintenance of a large standing army.

What this means in practice is that budgetary allocations for military reconversion may
weIl serve the purposes of sustainable development and democracy, particularly if viewed as a
contribution to political stability and as a long term investment in human capital, aibeit at present

in military guise.

Militarism and Citizen Security

In the final analysis, the issue is not the military budget, nor the military itself, or even the
distinction between civil and military regimes, but rather the use of force ini the process of

goveming.' The demilitarization of politics is a strategic precondition for democratization and

development.

More concretely, how to limit the use of force in the face of the modem onslaught on
citizen's physical security witnessed in so many countries. In many respects, taming defense
budgets entails taming violence. If military expenditures are to be reduced, this cannot be

peroeived as taking place at the expense of citizen's security. In the so-called transition countries,
the spiraling crime rate is rapidly giving rise to calîs for enhanced or renewed internai security

'See the arguet mnade by Anthony <iiddens in The Nafion-State and Violence

(Cambridge, 1985).
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powers for the Armed Forces bringing forth the possibility of a new authoriaiansî.9

In this regard, development assistance, while critically examininig military ex~penditures,

must alscy be deal with both the crisis ini policing and the question of crime and mrPunity. While

stripping the military of internai security functions is essential, it mUust 1be accQmpaflied by

policies and resources designed to make the other institutions chargedj wihlwenocm

funiction more çffectively and more democratically in dealing with innr city and rural violence.'10

How then to prmte a vision and practice of peace as Part o ua eeomn n

human security? An immediate task is to secure or restore publ}ie cofdneandi involvement in

policing while reducing its reliance on force. The arbitrary power ofteain aio be replaced

by the azrbitrary power of the plc. The development debate mutas aeacutof th need
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upholding the principle of demnilitarization, by forging new policing policies and techniques."

Conclusions

The promotion of economically, socially and environmentally sustainable pattems of

development would first and foremnost entail major changes in the pattems of production,

distribution and consumption in countries of the North. By the saine token the promotion of

peace and democratic govemance in the South, would also entait the reduction of defense

expenditures and certain foreign policies in the North.

Addressing the question of military expenditures in the South can either help to divert

attention (both North and South) from these central global considerations, or if sufficiently

analyzed can offer an opportunity to turn the debate over development assistance in a promising

direction. How can development assistance assist governiments and especially civil societies in

the South (and the North) to address not merely the military, but also militarism-a much broader

and dangerous phenomenon, which undermines all efforts to promote greater equity and justice?

For too long, the issue of armed conflicts and peace seems to be absent froin the overseas

aid considerations, which says a good deal about a major gap in the traditional development

debate. One would hope that the examination of military expenditures would open the door to the

broader questions. Indeed, more and more of the thinking among NOOs in our region and ini the

North which point to war and militarismn as being ofien at the root of problems that are dealt with

in other "development" ways. Furthermore, the issues of peace and conflict cannot be addressed

ini isolation froin their broader societal context, including the questions of power, oppression and

domination are central. Stili the debate may provide us with a unique opportunity to help

translate an udrtnig of the peace fmilitary)-development axis into an oprto synthesis at

the level of development assistance policy. Further support is therefôre needed tcê identify and

sustain proccss by whikh people, training, technology, equipment and other rsuc are slufted

" Sce for example, (}avin Cawthra, Poli cing South Africa: The SAP> and the Transition for
Apartheid (Zed Press, 1994).
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from military activities into developmreflt-

The plea therefore would be for a more holistic approaeh to the issues of peace-building,

developulent, and conversion processes. Such an approach could lend itself to the conlstruction of

broad constitueflvies, normally disparate, yet potentially capable of being united by the single

issue of peace. In this way, we can couneet the issue of peace in both the 8outh and the North to

the queto of disam ent, agabth Northand Soth

Support for Ex-Combatanft Reintegration

Among the action possibilities we would stress is the prmotin ntinladitentoa

budgetary allocations to enorg the dmblzation and effecierntgao pgamfr

ex-obtns Ourght calls for the abolition of armed foce aloehraeicopeea e

and irrespoflsil atwrt if they do net deal with the luman and4euiyiplctoso

demobilization.
E x-o mb tan s f ce nor o ob t ces to a hieve re-in rai n. Thi is es ially the

cas incoutris wth erousy dteroraed conmis ad ipleentng trutua justment

nolcie. Tereareals geerlizd feligs f fustatin nd espir Paringoccsioalviolent
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Some specific suggestions are:

(a) Govemnments must enact and implement genuine peace-building and reconciliation

initiatives which encompass both rehabilitation (psychological and material) and reconciliation.

Peace accords should be specific and realistie insuring the allocation of sufficient resources to

meet both short and long terma needs. Reintegration is not an automatic process, nor does

demobilization end when the weapons are tumed in. Psycho-social support systems are

necessary.

(b) Ex-combatants must be full participants in the articulation of reintegration projects;

they should be treated as subjects with particular needs, and not simply objects grouped together

along with uprooted populations. They have the right, duty and capacity to play an important role

in reconstruction, and in doing so they contribute to reconstruction and development. Space must

be created for such participation and the channeling of veteran qualities and energy into real

peace and development. Budgetary constraints should not be allowed to impose arbitrary time

limits on a reintegration process, expecting ex-soldiers to sirik or swim once their entitlements

are cut off.

(c) Because weapons will continue to abound notwithstanding necessary disarmament

campaigns, it is important that veterans themselves receive training in and develop skills for

working with conflict and assimilating values underpinning a Culture of Peace. NGOs, churches,

coxnmunities can be important capacity builders in this regard while veterans themselves have

important skills which can be channeled towards peace-building.

13
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(g) There could be an exploration of alternative basic education programs for demobilized
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Linking Military Expenditure and Development: Perspectives from the Horn Region
Josephine Ajema Odera

The production, trafficking and accumulation of arms are, for the most part, direct
causes ofpoverty, inequality, oppression and environmental degradation that burden us.

Oscar Arias Sanchez (State of the World Forum, 1995)

The Greater Horn of Afica sub-region comprises Sudan, Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Eritrea,
Kenya and Uganda. This classification subsumes what is conventionally regarded as the Hom of
Africa (the term "Homn" is used here to refer to the Greater Hom sub-region).' Most of these
countries, except for Eritrea and Djibouti, have been independent for at least three decades. The
latter gained independence in 1977, while Erîtrea became a state in 1993, becoming the most
successfül secessionist case in Africa. 0f the countries in the sub-region, Sudan, Somalia,
Ethiopia, Eritrea and Uganda have suffered protracted civil wars (see sidebar on "A region in
eOflflict"). Tanzania was militarily engaged with Uganda ini 1979 when she souglit the ouster of
the infamnous General Idi Amin. At the national level, however, Tanzania lias been relatively
'alnm. Kenya and Djibouti may thus be the only countries not to have gone to war. That is not,
hlowever, to overlook the looming tension in both countries, heightened by differences in or the
flanagemnt of the democratization process.2 Indeed, the region promises to remain mired in
Oflljt for sonie time.

Commrenting on the large presence of arnis, and the ecological frailty of the region,
ýtieno Adhiambo states:

1Strictly speaking, the Horn comprises Djibouti, Somalia, Sudan, Eritrea and Ethiopia.'or geo-POîitical reasons, Kenya and Uganda are included. In our analysis Tanzania in included
> capur the East African Community area.

'Djibouti bas been embroiled in tension which has pitted the government against thepPoSition FRUD. An agreement to settle differences was reached but this has flot entirely158siPated the tension. Kenya suffered an abortive coup d'état in 1982. In the period 1991-92, atle ushering in of multi-party democracy, etbnic clashes, particularly in the Rift Valley andVeStern Provincs were the most serious threats to internai peace and security. The impact ofle clashi, .. r-1.
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Destruction of society tbrough warfare and decimation of people and animais by drQught

have been the trademarks of the region... .a fragile ecological environment whose

occupants have had more than their share of disaster, drought, disease and famine.... The

presence of small arms in the region whetlier these are residual from supeIpower rivalry
11h~ tf d1w milit2rv or Dara-militarv forces or whether acauired
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undertaken, outside its mandate, since 1991.'6

By the end of the third United Nations Development Decade, ail the countries of the Homn
were worse off than at the beginning of the first Decade. Per capita incomes had declined and
countries such as Kenya had become net food-importing countries.

.Given these statistics, which seemn to show some improvement in the 1990-94 period for
GNP growth rates, it is particularly important to examine development priorities for the region.
While the gross ODA disbursements had been growing for ail the Horn countries, except for
Sudan, this was flot reflected in the economic performance in the first three decades. The ultimate
change in donor policies which introduced political conditionalities for aid; the insistance by
major international financial institutions on issues of good governance, accountability and
transparency; and the subsequent reduction of options for avoiding structural adjustment

programs ail combined to produce fundamental changes in the political and economic

management of African countries.

To be able to realize fiully the developmental impact of the political and economic
changes, development must be prioritized to invest in people. In examining US assistance to the
six largest African recipients between 1962 and 1988, four of which are in the Horn region,

Clougli concludes that over 50 per cent of that assistance went to the heads of state to keep them
in power. (Note required) It is possible that military capacities that were buit up during the
Cold War serve as a drain on development assistance at the expense of the people. If aid can be
conditioned on political developments, the saine can be done to rationalize mnilitary expenditure.

The World Bank's proposai to make aid more effective clearly rules out military financing as

effective aid utilization:

The financing gap is large and growing. The aid required van be justified only if it is clear
that the need for aid will eventually decline. Neither donors nor recipients van accept a
strategy that envisages permanent dependency. There must be a credible commitment that
ensures that aid funds do flot go, even indirectly to finance military spending, luxury

'A11 couzitries of the Greater Homn are members.

Josephine Ajema Odera
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consumption, or capital flight.

For the proposai to be effective, recipient countries must aiso undertake simultaneousiy to

reduce miiitaxy expenditure and to give priority to social and productive sectors.

For many African countries, it is difficuit to get accurate data if any at ail on miiitary

expenditure. Much of the data is spread over many sectors and guarded as top secret. For

purposes of obtaining some picture of the expenditure implications, we have used defence

spending as presented in budgetary outiays as an indicator of military expenditure. Even with the

from
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Thus, it is obvious that the military occupies a privileged position with respect to resource
allocation. Clearly, assistance should be directed at the peaceful resolution of conflict, thus
freeing up for development resources currently tied up in defence. The statement that in the
developing world, "the chances of dying from social neglect (malnutrition and preventable
diseases) are 33 times greater than the chances of dying in a war from externat aggression"'
poses a serlous challenge to security perspectives of poor countries with high military
expenditure. Broader considerations of human security need to be integrated into national
security definitions. Recent conflicts in the Horn region are a compelling force for reviewing
defence expenditure in the light of human security.

The threat of external attack in the region seems to exist only between Uganda and
Sudan. But neither of these countries will risk an externat war given the political and security
constellations in the region and within their own countries. Why , therefore, do countries in this
region feel a need to spend so much on defence or maintaîn armies that are not socially
productive? Lt is difficult to justify the social function of the army to the poverty-stricken masses.
Their quality of life is not improved by the mere knowledge that they have a sophisticated army.
Their quality of life will be improved when poverty levels decline; when they have food, shelter,
and access to dlean water; when their children can go to school and receive medical care
whenever necessary; when their basic needs are met. Tying aid to a reduction in military
expenditure seems a valid starting point as it compels both the recipient and the donor countries
to observe reduced allocations to the military.

None of the countries in the Horn can be considered significant arms producers but many
of the QECU countries are among the biggest arms suppliers to the region. The proposal that
official development assistance be conditioned on reductions ini military spending should compel
donor countries to rationalize military commercial interests and development objectives for

'<UNDP Human Development Report 1994, p. 50 on the various aspects of human
security.
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which their aid is intended. " The old saying that you cannot have your cake and cat it too, rings

true for military conditionalities and development assistance.

A recent development in Kenya with respect to military spending is the reported

construction of an ammunition factory in Eldoret in which a Belgian company is implicated. Its

location is significant if only because the Rift Valley, where Eldoret is situated, was the major

scene of the horrendous ethnic classes of 1991-92 and which have flot totally ceased. The factory,

whose truc cost remains a secret, is believed to cost somewhere between US$9-258 million. The

financial question that now arises is why such a massive ammunition factory can progress with

no donor dissent while the Eldoret International Airport was targeted by donors as a

misallocation of resources.

The debate in Kenya over the ammunition factory has implications for linking military

expenditure to development assistance. First, citizens ini recipient countries do expect donors to

intervene where military spending seems unreasonable. Second, the juxtaposition of the debate

rthe- 2mmuinition factory with the debate on the Eldoret Airport implies that citizens in
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assistance, training, health, and support for economic activities such as self reliance, income-
generating projects and comniunity-based development initiatives. A large number of NOOs are
affiliated with institutions in the North. Although local NGOs are gaining ground, a significant
part of their financing is stili extemal. The rationale for the proliferation. of NGOs varies from
region to region and cmi even be triggered by tragic events such as those witnessed ini Somalia
and Rwanda.

0f the 369 regîstered NGOS13 ini Kenya, for exaniple, 252 are engaged ini a combination
of the following areas: welfare, education, health, water, agriculture, environment, and informai
sector; 20 are in health; 18 ini environment and education; 15 in small enterprises; 13 in welfare;
9 in relief; 2 in social researchi and community development and 1 each ini policy studies, law,
peace, charity organizational development. The register does flot specif'y what is done i each
area. Many carry out a multiplicity of activities but rarely discuss the policies of the host
govemment.

Until fairly recently, NOOs pursuing devekopment activities lin the Hom viewed their
activities independently of political happenings in the region. Except for human iglits abuses,
against which a limited number of NGOs have spoken, most NGOs seem to prefer to steer clear
of any political discourse. For many, perhaps, the disdiarge of their mission lias been of far
greater importance than raising issues that might be viewed with disfavour by host governments.
Given the "personal hold" of governments on security, NGO aloofhess may be justifiable. NGOs
thus have been reluctant even to engage in debate on security issues which governments label
sensitive. lI recent years, however, and particularly since the advent of political pluralism and
the linking of development assistance to political conditions, NOOs have changed the way they
pronounce on issues. Thus huînan riglits, popular participation, and other such variables have
corne t0 fétr promiently in NGO equations for development asitnce."

"Dk'ectory ofNon-GovernmentaÎ Organisations (Nairobi: Govemment Printer, 1994).
14see, for kxmlrcomnai of the ArcnCharter for Popular Participation in

Development and Transformation.
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However, most NGOs have seen their mission as promotiflg developmeflt that targets

grassroots or people-centred initiatives. Thus, in developmeflt, NGOs will largely be found

initiating or participatiflg in projects for social well-being (education, health, entrepreneurial

developmeflt, etc.). In these areas NGO's are perceived as an alternative to the state in the

implementation process. The NGOs' comparative advantage, due to their flexibility, lower

implementation costs, and motivation based on shared values and their ability to reach "the

people," makes them a suitable vehicle for developmeflt operations.

In contrast, on national security issues, the state has always assumed sole responsibility.

In effect, there is no alternative paradigm for national security responsibility. While NGOs may

question how national secur-ity and threats to security are defined,' governnents in the Horn, as

elsewhere in Africa, tend to treat national security as synonymous with security of the power

elites. Any threat to the political powers is thus construed as a threat to national security. Thus

security forces are sent to quell any expression of opposition to the power elites in the naine of

rnaintaining national security. In nearly ail the countries of the Horn, the military is

systematically co-opted or called upon to protect the regime against a.ny discontented element.

NGOs are thus reluctant to address security issues and may be cautious in urging the linking of

development assistance to military expenditure, however, with the opening up of political

processes, NGOs have become bolder and are now able to venture into areas that previously

appeared to be for "authorized personnel" only.
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NGOs, therefore, see a need to make securîty date more transparent. Many believe that whatever

military expenditure is visible cannot be justified, especially when compared with the more

pressing needs of education, health care, and infrastructural development.

In the concluding section, we prescrnt our recommendations; fromn the survey and

elsewhere..

* Tension or perceived tbreats in the Hom region increase the propensity for military

expenditure. There is, therefore, a recommendation that non-military aspects of security

need to be pursued by promoting peace dialogues. These are less expensive and have a

better chance of addressing the root causes of tension, threats, or conflict. Officiai

development assistance should be channelled into peace programs and away fromn

military expenditure.

* Perhaps because NGOs have stayed away from security issues for so long, their

recommendations for tying officiai development assistance to a reduction in military

spending are more general than specific. Many see a clear need to reduce military

expenditure but are unable to recommend any specific levels. One of the interesting

general recommendations is that any rise in miiitary spending should be matched by a

similar decline in development assistance. They also propose formation of regional

defence forces but at the sanie time doubt the defence abiiity of regional bodies such as

the OAU.

* The quality of officiai development assistance cari only be improved if it goes into

productive sectors. 17 Hardly any of the military expenditure goes to serious researchi and

Horn of Africa
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reduction in military expenditure may be helped by related conclitionalities.

The ban on anti-personnel landmines championed by the International Committee of the

Red Cross (ICRC) is widely supported by other NOOs. Lt is estimated that Hom countries

Somalia, Sudan, and Eritrea each have about one million planted laudmines, while

Ethiopia lias haif a million."8 The exact nunibers i Uganda are unknown. Assistance li

training local personnel for demining and supporting legislation to ban antipersonnel

landineshave implications for both donor and recipient couxflries. Ratlier than

increasing defence expenditure, astnce should aim at providing long4term, secure

e Aid-receiving conres should have a set level for military expenditure. Ind 1974, donor



Appendix 1:

A Region in Conflict

Sudan has been in a state of civil war since the dawn of 'independence (195 5). A break in the civil

war was attained in 1972 at the signing of the Addis Ababa agreement. The agreement was

abrogated in 1983 and the war has continued since. Several coups have taken place but with no

significant change or impact on the containment of the civil war. Unfortunately, the IGAD (Inter-

Govemrmental Authority on Development) mediation has flot progressed beyond the Declaration

of Principles which sets out the fundamental areas for n.egotiation. Khartoum has rejected the

Declaration on the basis of two issues: separation of state and religion and self-determination.

In Ethiopia, Haile Selassie was overthrown in 1974 by the mllitary which took over

power with Mengistu Haile Mariam at the helm. For almost twenty years, the country

experienced both military dictatorship and internal strife with the Tigreans, Oromos and

Jésephine Ajema Oder« Horti of Africa
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April 1996, Museveni was elected president, however, a rebel movement, the Lord's Resistance

Army (LRA) is carrying out armed opposition from bases in the north. Unconfirmed reports

suggest that the LRA is supported by Khartoum to counteract Uganda's alleged support for the

Sudan People's Liberation Army (SPLA).
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Appendix 2:

A Reglon in Economie Crisis

The data clearly indicate that the Hom has been in a deepening crisis (see Table 1 showing a
decline in per capita incomes). An interesting point to note, however, is that in Sudan (1973-80)
the per capita GNP increased dramatically during the period 1973-1980, a development
attributable to the peace following the Addis Ababa agreement of 1972. Somalia also registered
some improvement during the same period but by the third decade ail per capita incomes had
negative growth rates.

According to Table 2, Uganda and ElJiiopia received signiicantly more aid in 1993 than
in 1987. The GN? averg growth rate for Ethiopia for the perio4 1990-94 was 1.6 per cent, with
an impressive annual growth rate for 1993 of 12.4 per cent. For Uganda the ON? average growth
rate for the period 1990-94 was 5.6 per cent, with a rate in 1993 of9.8 perwcent. Tanaia's (GNP
average growth rate for the same period was 2.6 per cent, with the most impressive yoar in 1994
when the avrg growth rate was 5.7 per cent.

Except for Djibouti, which is caezrzed as less indebted- ail fther Bfntie, in thi- Ti4rn
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Appendix 3:

Military Spending

From the most recently available statistics, we note that defence is among the largest recipients

of budgetary allocations in nearly all the Horn countries. In Djibouti expenditure on defence was

18.2 per cent of total budgetary resources in 1990. This was the second highest allocation after

General Administration (44.3 percent). It was followed far behind by education (7.65 per cent),

economic services and debt servicing, in that order?2 The debt servicing was 4.8 per cent in 1990

and 4.4 per cent in 1992.

Djibouti is highly dependent on foreign assistance. Her relations with France, strategic

location in the Gulf and Islamic majority have helped to procure substantial amounts of aid from

gove
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expenditure in resource allocation.According to available statistics, Ethiopia has the highest
defence expenditure of the countries under consideration. Between 1985 and 1992, Ethiopia's
expenditure on defence increased by over 80 per cent (Table 3). In 1993, Ethiopia was the
highest recipient of officiai development assistance in the region (Table 1). Assuming that the
end of the civil war has led to a decline inilitary expenditure, we may expect development to
receive a higher share of aid. Progranis of demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants
have been established .2 This reduction in military personnel can be a definite step towards
reduction of military expenditure.

In Uganda, defence expenditure increased by almost 300 per cent between 1985 and
1992. This increase in defence expenditure is partly explained by the rebellions that the
Museveni governent had to deal with after Museveni took power in January 1986. In 1986,
defence expenditure had the single highest budgetary allocation (representing about 26 per cent
of the total), followed by general public services (21 per cent), while education represented 15
per cent and health a mere 2 per cent. Expenditure on defence was far higher than that for health
and education combined, and reveals an imbalance in resource allocation between defence and
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Tanzania's defence expenditure rose by about 30 per cent from 1985 to 1992. Defence

and security expenditure was the second highest after public administration between 1986 and

1989. The defence and security expenditure was consistently higher than the combined

expenditure on education, health, electricity and communications, except for 1988-89. Education

represented 37.7 per cent of defence budget, health 32.7 per cent, electricity and water 14.8 per

cent, transport and communications 14.6 per cent.
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Table 1
GDP/GNP Per Capita Average Annual Growth Rates

1965-1973
'I I

1973-1980
I I 4

GNP per
capita %

GDP GNP per
capita %

1980-1987

GDP GNP per
capita %
capita %t f I J ______ -

-2.7

2.2 -2.5

3.8 -0.9

-0.1 4.3

GDP
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Horn of Africa
Joseph ine Ajemau Odera

Table 3
Military Expenditure

1 Defence Expenditure Military Expenditure

Country US$m (1985 prices) as % GDP/GNP Per Capita (US$; 1985 as % of combined
peprces)education & 1iealth

expenditures

190

Kenya

Sudan

Tanzania

1985

256

207

280

1992
2361

1985

4.3

1992

2.8

1985

13
___________ i r------------i

532

365

3.4

4.4

15.8

3.6

Djibouti 32 1 38 9.2 9.6

Uganda

Somalia

53

46

2.9

13

1992

9

52
A

24

44

1
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Carlos Aiberto Afonso Southi America

Does tit-for-tat work for disarmament?

Carlos Ailberto Afonso

The issue of development assistance should always be deait with from the perspective of a
central strategy of sustainable combat against poverty, with the goal of eradicating it. This is the
reason why officiai development assistance (ODA) must have one central goal, which is to
effectively contribute to human development. This commitment towards sustainable human
development was taken by participants at Copenhagen's Social Sumniit (1995), and requires that
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var? Or the generalization of the Hutu-Tutsi tribal conflicts into a

1;- -rýccc,-xprpl rmnntries in Africa? Hovi do these brutal mass
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